
What is considered to 

be a mistake?



Net strokes

Penalty points - calculating

(H.Ú.) (T.B.)

Gross strokes minus Penalty points =

Net strokes
(Č.Ú.)



 The number of strokes is done on the handout

 Count all strokes

 Extra strokes are added, missing strokes are deducted

 The number of extra strokes are apointed by the sign +

 The number of missing strokes are appointed by the the sign - ( Write the

signs on the left margin of the line. Summarise the strokes under the written

text)



 The gross strokes are determined according to the last fully written line of 

the original by adding the strokes from the next unfinished line of the 

original. The number of gross strokes also includes a summary of the mutual 

counting of omitted and additionally written strokes

 Each mistake is penalized with 50 penalty points (in the race),  the lesson 

with 10 penalty points

 Penalty points = each mistake= 50 or 10 points are deducted from the gross

strokes, it means from all written strokes.



Counting the strokes

 One stroke: lowercase letters, one letter- not capital one, signs and marks 

written without a shifter, space, enter are counted per stroke;

 Two strikes: capital letters, signs and marks, as well as numbers and numbers 

written with the shift key;

 Three strikes: capital letters with accute (dĺžňom);

 Four strikes: capital letters with breve; (mäkčeňom)

 the number of strokes in numbers is determined by the number of digits to 

which two strokes are added (due to the minimum number of numerical data 

in the texts, the general principle of writing numbers using a shifter lock 

applies);



What is considered to be a mistake?

 missing, additionally written, incorrect character - at most one error in a

word;

 character confusion - at most one mistake in a word;

 words cofussion – at most one mistake for the group;

 missing, extra written or replaced word;

 missing or additionally written continuous group of words - at most one error 

per group;



 missing, repeated, or swapped line - up to one error per line

 the use of the automatic function of correcting lowercase letters to 

uppercase letters at the beginning of sentences when writing by mechanical 

line spacing - at most one error in writing;

 with a combination of errors, each type of error is counted separately except 

for the combination of errors in the word (multiple errors in a word are 

counted as one error, regardless of the number of strokes in it).



Calculation of written strokes

 the error in the last 10 strokes is not counted, the counting of strokes ends at 

the last correct stroke before this error;

 in unclear cases, the error is decided by the chairman of the competition 

committee, in class by the teacher;

 the number of net strokes is calculated as: penalty points (number of errors x 

50 or x 10, respectively) are deducted from the number of gross strokes. The 

percentage of errors is calculated as the percentage of the number of errors 

in the number of gross strokes



 the rankings of students is determined by the highest number of net strokes 

per minute within the limit of the percentage of errors. The failure of net 

strokes 270 or exceeding the limit of 0.25% of errors results in the exclusion 

of the student from the competition and non-inclusion in the result list

 The rankings of the competitors is determined by the number of net strokes 

per minute. If the competitors have the same number of net strokes per 

minute, the order will be decided by a smaller number of errors.



 In the result list there will be stated: name and surname of the student, name 

and seat of the school without postal code, year of study, founder, gross 

strokes in 10 minutes, number of errors, percentage of errors, net strokes per 

minute.

 The diploma indicates the location, the number of net strokes per minute and 

the percentage of accuracy, e.g. 99.75%


